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ABOUT JASON 

Dr. Jason Sulliman is Assistant Professor of Trombone 
at Troy University and trombone tutor for the North 
American Brass Band Summer School as part of the 
Royal Nova Scotia International Tattoo in Halifax, Nova 
Scotia. Previous teaching positions include the          
University of North Alabama and Vincennes University 
in Vincennes, Indiana. He earned his DM in Brass    
Pedagogy from Indiana University where he is also   
finishing a Master’s degree in Kinesiology. Dr. Sulliman 
also holds master’s degrees in conducting and           
performance from the University of New Mexico and a    
Bachelor’s degree in performance from the University of 
Massachusetts.  

Jason has given hundreds of clinics, master classes, and presentations based on his research combining the    disciplines of 
brass pedagogy, motor learning, and cognitive science and introducing a 21st-century approach to brass pedagogy.           
Dr. Sulliman is the current bass trombonist for the Meridian Symphony and is an active freelancer with several orchestras 
throughout the Southern region of the United States. His performance experience includes ensembles such as the          
Indianapolis Symphony, the New Mexico Symphony, the Alabama Symphony, and the Dallas Brass Quintet. Jason was 
involved with the Tony and Emmy Award-winning Broadway show, “Blast!” as a soloist, conductor, and music manager 
and over a 15-year period performed over two thousand shows with the company.  

Jason is proud to be an M & W Custom Trombone artist.                 Email: Sulliman@troy.edu 

More information can be found at www.jasonsulliman.com     Cell: 201-210-1917 

21st-CENTURY PEDAGOGY 
 
With so many new and exciting discoveries in the        
scientific fields of research, it is time-consuming to sift 
through this information and distill that which is of   
greatest benefit for the performing artist. Jason Sulliman 
has dedicated his professional career to incorporating new 
and innovative concepts that enhance his teaching       
philosophy. Experience the best that new technology and 
research has to offer through the eyes of an accomplished 
performing artist and scholar. 
 
Jason is in constant demand as a clinician and guest   
speaker. His topics involve a combination of music,     
kinesiology, neuroscience, ergonomics, physiology, and 
cognitive science. He travels the country teaching      
workshops for students of all ages and offers a truly 
unique perspective on current practice pedagogy. 

https://customtrombones.com/
https://www.jasonsulliman.com/


Motion Education  Performance 

21st-CENTURY PEDAGOGY OFFERINGS 

 
Dr. Jason Sulliman has given hundreds of presentations, workshops, and recitals all over North America. He has presented 

for audiences at Midwest, College Music Society, The International Trombone Festival, the North American Brass Band 

Association, the Southeast United States Honor Bands, and over twenty state Music Educator Association Conferences  

including Texas, Florida, Georgia, Ohio, and Indiana. Additionally Jason has held residencies at several prestigious          

universities like the Indiana University, University of Tennessee, and Rowan University. Jason has also given single     

presentations and master classes at colleges and high schools all over the United States. Use the following markers to see 

which sessions are best geared to your specific audience. 

Sessions are designed to 

help individuals and     

ensembles perform at a 

higher level. Novices,         

students, and professionals 

alike can benefit from 

these offerings, and      

sessions can be tailored 

specifically for any level of 

experience. 

With the educator in mind, 

these sessions are designed 

to help individuals with 

their teaching of others. 

Music education students, 

professional teachers, 

coaches, and administrators 

can walk away with        

applicable tips and tricks to 

boost their effectiveness. 

Sessions can be tailored for 

any specific level of    

teaching. 

Marching bands, drum 

corps, spectacle works, 

sound sport, and winter 

winds ensembles can     

benefit from the      

perspective of an     

experienced performer 

and an  insightful     

kinesiologist. These   

sessions are specific to 

pageantry ‘on the move’ 

and can be tailored for 

teachers or performers 

of any level. 

Please Note: Some sessions may have overlap in their utility. The above designations have been applied to the               

descriptions of sessions on the following pages. When multiple designations have been applied, sessions can be specifically 

offered for one or multiple audiences. 

Health 

A well-informed      

performer gets injured 

less. This leads to more 

effective practice     

sessions and a greater 

capacity to push limits 

in performance. These 

sessions are designed 

to teach both students 

and teachers how to 

better care for their 

bodies and stay healthy 

and productive. 



Workshops are designed for a more hands-on experience. Audience participation is encouraged! 

Brass Master Class 

One of the most traditional settings for music students is the studio class where individuals and small groups play and     
receive expert feedback from a fresh set of eyes and ears. Here I offer suggestions to performers on the best ways to practice 
and perform based on my years of experience (usually learning the hard way). This session is designed for any level of play. 

 

Stability- The Basis of Great Brass Playing 

Though we do not want to overthink the details, we must acknowledge that the muscles in the face form some kind of      
embouchure, and this embouchure helps us shape our sound. Almost all aspects of high-level brass playing can be traced 
back to the face’s ability to maintain an efficient set-up throughout the range of the instrument. Each player is different, yet 
some basic concepts seem to apply to all brass players. The more stable your embouchure, the more stable your sound. 
From there, anything is possible and everything is related. In this session, I share my unique journey through pedagogy,   
pathology, and discovery to help you reach a new level of stability in your own playing. 

 

In a Minute!: 15 Microbreaks for a Healthier Ensemble Rehearsal 

We know stretching is important, but “We don’t want to stop the momentum of our rehearsal…” we have all felt the     
challenge of losing extra time in transition and feeling like our efforts were far less effective than if we had just powered 
through. Over time, this compromise can be problematic. Poor posture, static muscle strain, overuse, and acute injuries can 
stifle even the most highly motivated students in the long run. In this session, I demonstrate fifteen different microbreaks 
that can each take under a minute of rehearsal time. If utilized regularly, they can do wonders for cultivating healthier     
practice and rehearsal habits. Students will avoid overuse injuries while staying more alert and focused in your rehearsals. No 
special clothing required. Prepare to roll up your sleeves and leave this session feeling great!   

 

Stretching for Musicians 

Stretching is a wonderful way to relieve the body of excess tension that develops due to static practice postures, tension, 
stress, and the busy life of a musician. We can counteract the effects of gravity and poor posture by stretching our muscles. 
Stretching has been shown to be highly beneficial for one’s well-being, especially in the stressful world of performing arts. I 
have found that stretching is a very important lifestyle habit that has helped me find my way to pain-free practice sessions 
and performance. This workshop mainly focuses on the spine, hips, shoulders, and arms as most of performance related 
injury stems from tension in these areas. This session is designed for any level of ability or experience. Comfy clothes      
recommended, but not required. 

 

Too Focused to Fear: Zen in the Art of Performance Anxiety 

Performances, auditions, interviews etc. all bring out a heightened level of energy from participants. This energy can be our 
secret weapon, or it can cripple us. While practice helps, sometimes it doesn’t resolve the challenges some of us face with 
performances. We need to examine this energy and understand it in order to harness its true power. We need to examine 
ourselves and understand how to keep our heads focused in a way that is clear and unwavering. When you are so focused 
that your head stays clear- there is no room for fear! In this session I share some basic physiology knowledge to teach      
performers how to control their fight or flight mechanism, and offer suggestions on how to keep their focus where it      
belongs- the performance! 
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Marching Technique- Move Well to Sound Well 

Moving and playing requires a great level of physical control particularly for the wind musician. Respiratory demands are 
multiplied as the body needs air to move and air to play. Relaxation, efficiency, and strength can help performance if the 
concepts are applied in the right way at the right time. In this session I take participants through a series of strength building 
and coordination-enhancing exercises that will boost your ability to sound good on the go. 
 

100% Pure Organic Free Range Ensemble Tuning 

Pure harmonic intonation is a phenomenon that occurs naturally within vibrations. Motion is vibration, and vibrations can 
create resonance or dissonance. In this session I break the physics down and offer simple exercises for small and large    
ensembles to develop their ensemble tuning skills. A little mindfulness (and a little application of music theory) can go a 
long way. It takes good ears to reactively make pitch corrections. It takes great knowledge to preemptively play in tune. This 
session will help give you the knowledge you need for the pitch you want. This session can be tailored for any level of play 
but recommended for high school and above. 
 

Jazz Improvisation for Beginners- Avoid the Blues Scale Black Hole! 

The problem with the blues scale is students seem to struggle to leave it. It becomes a ‘black hole’ for creativity as novice 
students almost immediately sound functional yet quickly become trapped in their pursuit for other helpful methods. In this 
session I show other ways to get students to start improvising over blues progressions and standard ii-V7-I licks in a way 
that opens up their long-term potential. It’s easy and fun and anyone can do it.  

Presentations are designed as an engaging lecture experience. Sessions are ideal for the traditional classroom setting. 

 

Playing the Long Game: Planning Beyond Beginning Band with Your Beginning Brass Students 
 
 We often teach our beginning brass students in a manner that helps them be successful at beginning-level repertoire. Will 
their success scale up to middle school?  High school?  College?  We often leave that responsibility in the hands of the next 
teacher or school, however, several recent developments in scientific research suggest that the specific way in which we start 
our students will have a profound impact on their potential for success later on. In this session, I will discuss common  
strategies currently employed with beginning brass students and explain potential limitations with conventional pedagogy.  I 
will then introduce specific and directly applicable tips for beginning band educators that will help prepare young brass  
players for success throughout their playing careers. The differences are often subtle, but the results may surprise you.   
 

It’s About Time: A 21st- Century Cognitive Perspective on the Pedagogy of Timing  

I will present a brief summary of modern scientific theories regarding how the brain and body keep time with recent         
developments in neuroscience and kinesiology. I will compare these with concepts that traditionally shaped conventional 
practice techniques involving timing. The discrepancies may surprise you. I then introduce some new twists on old          
technology- the metronome, and share tools and apps that can boost productivity with developing timing for your            
ensembles. This session is beneficial for teachers and individuals that are interested in improving timing for themselves or 
their students and transferring timing skills from the practice room to the performance more effectively. 

Mind Your Body: Wellness and Injury Prevention for the Music Teacher and Performing Artist 

What we do as musicians and teachers is not conducive to healthy bodies. With no emphasis on preventative wellness or 
rehabilitation, we open ourselves to injury. Even small issues can cause big problems for our careers. I offer a basic       
overview of static muscle use, myalgia, repetitive stress, etc. and simple techniques to better balance our ambitious      
schedules. These techniques can be implemented into the classroom as well as our personal lifestyles and keep our bodies 
balanced and healthy. 
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More than Just a Game: What Educators Can Learn From the Gaming Industry  

I summarize modern online games and demonstrate how this multi-billion dollar industry has figured out successful ways to 
cultivate resilience, motivation/delayed gratification, long-term planning, cost/benefit tradeoff application in practice, etc. 
Designers understand the place for failure as a fun learning tool for everyone. The gaming industry has done what music  
educators have been trying to do with music programs. By the end of this session, you will be armed with understanding how 
and why people buy into the long-term dedication of developing their gaming chops and how to apply the same concepts to 
your teaching to increase retention and get your students to dig in to their practice sessions.   

Do You Even Grad School? The Stats on NASM Accredited Graduate Music Programs Like You’ve Never Seen 

Them 

In this session, I break down similarities and differences with NASM graduate music programs. What’s the difference       
between an MA and an MM in Conducting? Which schools offer them? How many schools offer a DM or a PhD? Distance 
learning options? Music therapy? Should you get an MS or an MM in music education and why? I spent 17 years in college 
and hundreds of hours researching the structure of music programs. After hacking the industry of music academia, it is time 
to share the stats. Join me for a deep dive into our training ground for excellence.  

Minstrel Man 

T.J.Anderson composed Minstrel Man in 1978 for solo bass trombone, and it depicts the story of the minstrel, who often 
dealt with the challenging juxtaposition of outward joy and inner sorrow (because the genre itself perpetuated vile and crude 
impressions of African Americans as a form of entertainment for white audiences). I have compiled interview footage with 
video and pictoral examples of Minstrelsy and created a multi-media presentation that includes a performance of the work 
embedded within videos and pictures for social context. Minstrel Man provides a glimpse into the context of American pop 
culture in the 19th and 20th centuries and the depth that systemic racism was woven into that landscape. 
 
The Thousand Day Challenge: What I have Learned from Over Three Years of Constant Practice 

We all understand that when we practice something, we get better at it. But sometimes practicing is hard. Sometimes we have 
to study for a test or we have band camp all day or we get the flu or we go on vacation. Days off are built into the natural 
rhythm of our lives, but what would happen if we removed them from our practice? I have been a serious student of the 
trombone for twenty-five years and have utilized a wide variety of practice habits and techniques with good success and I 
have spent the past three years (and still counting) trying to answer that question. The results are in, and the information I 
have learned is profound. I wish I knew then what I know now! I share the good, the bad, and the ugly on what I have 
learned over the journey of 1000 continuous practice days and how it has changed my career for the better. I will focus on 
directly applicable tips and insight for music educators and applied instructors as well as individuals. 

Brass Class- All About that Bass 

The bass trombone is a well-established instrument in large ensembles, yet is often overlooked during university techniques 
classes. I perform examples in the literature and discuss the typical ranges, mouthpieces, accessories, and the most common 
manufacturers as well as recommended recordings, solos, and etude books. A crash course on an awesome instrument! 

Bridging the Gap: Meeting the Needs for Young Musicians 

The Community Play Along Project is a free initiative that connects university music faculty with area schools to provide free 

instructional videos for students. A page on a website can be used to host videos that are both tailor-made or broadly       

distributed to help young musicians develop a sense of characteristic tone, good practice technique, and phrase. Music faculty 

can create pages for any school, and students can bookmark the page for free and easy access. Faculty can focus on schools 

in their region where further collaboration can be encouraged. In this presentation, I will demonstrate the utility of the   

Community Play Along Project with some examples currently hosted on my website and demonstrate how I have used this 

method for recruitment as well as service to my community (locally, regionally, nationally).   
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In Time, In Tune, In Tone: 21st-century Discoveries that will Boost Your Band’s Basics 

If you teach or play a wind instrument, you know about basics. We all do them- exercises, long tones, arpeggios, etc. We all 
know about tuners and metronomes, taking a good breath, careful listening, etc. But some instrumentalists seem to be more 
talented and successful. I believe talent has nothing to do with it. In this session, I share some fantastic discoveries in      
neuroscience and kinesiology that will help educators and students get the most out of their practice time. Simple changes or 
additions to current practice methods can help anyone be more successful. Let’s get the most out of our basics so we can get 
back to making more music!   

Penny Wise and Pound Foolish: 21st-Century Strategies for Getting the Most out of Your Practice and Rehearsal 
Time 
 
In the busy 21st-century, the responsibilities of the performer and educator are ever-expanding. We need to maximize our 
productivity in order to handle evolving demands, yet our conventional practice methods may not be keeping up with the 
changing landscape. How can we get the most out of our practice sessions and rehearsals? In this session, I offer suggestions 
based on cutting-edge research and practice from several contemporary professional fields. I discuss the particulars of     
deliberate/mindful practice, ceiling effects, mass/blocked practice, feedback loops, contemporary heuristics, human bias and 
error, multi-tasking, and even a little ergonomics in a way that is broadly consumable yet specifically helpful to teachers and 
students of all levels. I will present specific strategies you can easily adopt into your current methods to help you get the 
most out of your efforts. The formula for productivity is simple: you must work hard and work smart in order to be        
productive. The devil is in the details. With the information provided here, I can help you with the tools to achieve your 
short and long-term goals more successfully. The rest is up to you. 

From Day One: Easy Habits to Help Develop Expert Sight-Readers 

Notated music is a written language. Cultivating fluency in any written language takes a small number of specific skills, yet 
the way we teach our beginning music students may overlook some critical elements needed for long-term success. One of 
the many challenges with beginner repertoire is that it rarely showcases when these components are absent, which can leave 
us with success that isn’t scalable (our beginners can read beginner repertoire but struggle when the music gets harder). In 
this session, I compare conventional music pedagogy with research findings from linguistics and neuroscience to illustrate 
potential limitations to our methods. I will also offer basic suggestions on ways to slightly change our teaching strategies for 
better results. The differences are subtle, but significant.  

Mastering the Slide: Simple Exercises for a Cleaner Trombone Section 

The trombone requires special consideration in our teaching due to the added challenge of the slide. In this session I will 
empower educators with a comprehensive understanding as to why the slide has unique challenges, and offer exercises that 
educators can immediately introduce to their trombone sections for quick results. This session is especially beneficial to   
non-trombonists looking to beef up their understanding of trombone-specific pedagogy. 
 
Drill Writing Hacks: Simple Changes for BIG Effect 

Staging performers to look great and sound great does not happen by chance. Minimal effort producing maximal result is 
paramount when writing for small bands and limited budgets. I have over twenty years of experience writing for, and      
critiquing small bands and I have learned some simple tricks along the way that have yielded big results. In this session I 
share some pitfalls to avoid as well as some basic helpful concepts for educators. Set your kids up for success with smart 
design.   
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What People are Saying about 21st-Century Pedagogy 
 

“We had Jason on campus for a week of playing, master classes, workshops, and sectionals. It was transformational for all of 
our brass students and my own teaching/playing.  We thought it was so great, we have had him back on campus again. We 
are looking forward to his next visit with us in February 2020!  He is awesome and his pedagogy is far and away more     
advanced and scientifically based than anyone else you will encounter.” 

-Dr. Bryan Appleby-Wineberg, Head of Brass/Professor of Trumpet, Rowan University.  

 
“Jason’s presentations were both musically and intellectually inspiring to our students. The impact is significant, both short 
and long term. Jason’s love for music making and music education combined with the art of hacking the body was simply 
infectious. We look forward to having him back next year.” 
 
  -Miller Asbill, Former Director of Bands- Brevard College  

 

“Jason gave a presentation on injury prevention for the IU American String Teachers Association and it was well-received. 
His presentation was both engaging and informative and was supported by demonstrations of simple stretches and breaks 
that are easily incorporated into everyday routines. We look forward to having him speak again!” 
   
  -Jessica MacLean- Indiana University  
 
“Jason Sulliman’s 21st-Century Pedagogy Residency at the University of Tennessee was by far the most influential and     
effective learning experience my studio participated in this academic year. Thoughtful, robust, interesting, and ultimately 
practical, 21st Century Pedagogy will revolutionize any musician’s approach to their art-no matter their level of                
accomplishment.” 
 
  -Dr. Daniel Cloutier, Assistant Professor of Trombone-University of Tennessee Knoxville  
 
“Jason’s Clinics are amazing, very informative and enjoyable for the students and faculty alike. He is engaging and exciting. 
He’s a must see!” 
 
  -Dr. Elizabeth Pfaffle, Professor of Horn- West Chester University  
 
“Jason recently presented both an incredible hands-on and very informative workshop at the University of Louisville. His 
passion for subject was constantly apparent and he had a great sense of how to relate complex thoughts in a direct and down 
to earth manner. If you can get Jason to your campus do -you will not regret it.” 
 
  -Dr. Brett Shuster, Professor of Trombone- University of Louisville 

 

 

For more information or for booking,  

please email me at sulliman@troy.edu 


